A b s t r a c t . Problems connected with applications of the rough set theory to identify the most important attributes and with induction of decision rules from the medical data set are discussed in this paper. The medical data set concerns patients with multiple injuries. The direct use of the original rough set model leads to finding too many possibilities of reducing the input data. To solve this difficulty, a new approach integrating rough set theory, rule induction and statistical techniques is introduced. First, the Chi-square test is additionally performed in order to reject non-significant attributes. Then, starting from remaining attributes we try to construct such definitions of new attributes that improve finally discovered decision rules. The results have shown that the proposed approach integrating all methods has given better results than those obtained by applying the original rough set method.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
One of the essential issues in the analysis of experience represented in data sets is looking for dependencies among attributes describing objects of our interest. It is usually assumed that objects are described by two kinds of attributes: condition (features characterizing object properties by means of numerical and symbolic values) and decision (referring to decision, diagnosis and, in general, expressing classification of objects) attributes.
In this paper, we consider the discovery of attribute dependencies as two subtasks:
discovery of redundant attributes in the representation of dependencies between condition and decision attributes and identification of the most important condition attributes, -discovery of decision rules characterizing the dependency between values of condition attributes and decision attributes.
In recent years the authors tried to solve the above tasks in the analysis of various data sets, mainly medical ones, using several data mining approaches (see e.g. [8, 9 , II D . These approaches were mostly based on the rough set theory and rule induction techniques [7, 4, 12, 14] .
Our experiences show that in some of the analysed cases it was not possible to solve the considered tasks in one-step process by the direct use of a general-purpose technique. These applications required that the use of the chosen techniques had to be supported by human expertise, in particular concerning the changes of attribute definitions in the input data, e.g. choosing the proper attributes for the given problem, rescaling and discretizing attribute domains. We think that the proper choice and definition (or redefinition) of input attributes is one of the most important factor influencing the quality of the final results of the discovery process.
By good final results in the case of considered two subtasks and chosen techniques we understand:
-unambiguous identification of the most significant attributes (the direct use of the rough set theory may lead to finding too many possible reducts what makes the final choice quite difficult), -discovery of the smallest set of decision rules having good discrimination properties.
The aim of this paper is to present a new approach for machine construction of such a definition of condition attributes that leads to good final results of applying the rough set and rule induction techniques. In the current study decision rules are induced by means of the LEM2 algorithm (originally introduced by Grzymala, see e.g. [4] ).
The proposed approach integrates the rough set theory, rule induction and some statistical techniques. It performs two additional stages of data analysis when the preliminary use of rough set and rule induction techniques leads to unsatisfactory results. The first stage consists in using statistical tests for supporting rejection of irrelevant attributes. The second stage consists in constructing possible definitions of new attributes which are logical combinations of remaining ones. The aim of this stage is to get such a combination of new and old attributes that leads to the most satisfactory final results.
The approach integrating all of the considered techniques has been applied to analyse the medical information system containing patients with multiple injuries. This is a real life problem coming from the Clinic of Traumatology, K.Marcinkowski University of Medical Sciences in Poznan, and concerns patients of the emergency unit whose life is directly threatened due to severe multiple injuries. Thus, the discovered dependencies between attributes expressing clinical status of patients in time of admission to the hospital and results of treatment (live or dead) are particularly important for fast diagnosing, proper ordering of medical procedures and reducing the threat of the patients' life [1, 5] . The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the brief description of the rough set and LEM2 rule induction algorithm; then the proposed approach is presented. The results of the analysis of the medical information system are given in section 3. Final remarks are discussed in section 4.
Brief description of the rough sets and rule induction techniques
2.1 Rough set theory Rough set theory was introduced by Z.Pawlak [7] as a tool to deal with uncertainty and vagueness in the analysis of information systems. An information system is a formal representation of the analysed data set and is defined as a pair S --(U,A) where U is a finite set of objects and A is a finite set of attributes. With This coefficient is sometimes called degree of dependency (see e.g. [7, 13] Discovering whether the information systern can be simplified or not is performed on the basis of reducts and a core of attributes. A reduct is a minimal subset of attributes that ensures the same quality of classification as the entire set of attributes. In general, the information system may contain more reducts than one. A core is an intersection of all reducts in the information system. Complexity of computing all reducts in the information system is rather high. However we are often interested in finding one or a few reducts instead of computing all ones. This could be done by using the strategy based on adding to the core the attributes of the highest increase of discriminatory power (for more details see [9] ). In this strategy, the core of attributes is chosen as a starting reduced subset of attributes. A single remaining attribute is temporarily added to the core and the influence of this adding on the change of the quality is examined. Such an examination is repeated for all attributes. The attribute with the highest increase of the quality of classification is chosen to be added to the reduced subset of attributes. Then, the procedure is repeated until an acceptable quality of the classification is obtained.
Inducing decision rules
In the current study it is assumed that decision rules are represented in the following form:
. ~(an = v,) THEN classj
where ai is the ith condition attribute, vi is its value and classj is formula referring to ith decision classes or its approximation. Formula (ai = vi) is called an elementary condition.
Induction of decision rules from the multiple-injured patient data is performed by authors' implementation of LEM2 algorithm. The algorithm induces, so called, discriminating rules from lower approximations of decision classes. These rules distinguish positive examples, i.e. objects belonging to the lower approximation of the decision class, from other objects. Additionally approximate rules (i.e. non-discriminating ones) are induced from boundary regions of decision classes. Each rule has a non-redundant condition part and moreover the number of rules is minimized. The algorithm is precisely described in [4, 3] .
To evaluate the discovered rules the measure of the rule strength is used. It is the number of objects in the information system whose description satisfy the condition part of the rule. Generally, one is interested in discovering the strongest rules.
Additionally we estimate the classification accuracy. The estimation of the classification accuracy is done by using the standard 'leaving-one-out' reclassification technique. While performing the classification, possible ambiguity in matching the testing example to decision rules is solved by VCR approach [10] , where the decision is chosen on the basis of multiple or partly matched rules.
Multistrategic approach to determining the relevant attributes
Let us notice that the direct application of the rough set theory to analyse the information system may results in finding too many reducts what makes the task of identifying the most important attributes very difficult. To support the analysis of such data sets we propose a multistrategic approach.
The first stage of this approach integrates rule learning techniques and statistical tests. The goal of this stage is to simplify the input data by focusing attention on the attributes relevant to the objects' classification. This integration has been inspired by the approach originally presented in [6] , where Chi-square test and analysis of condition parts of induced rules were considered.
Following this inspiration the proposed integration includes two strategies: (1) performing Chi-square test to check the dependency between each condition attributes and the decision attribute, (2) computing occurrence ratio for each attribute used to construct condition parts of the induced decision rules.
In the first strategy, the standard Chi-square test for qualitative attributes is used to determine the dependency between the decision attribute and all of the other condition attributes. The value of the Chi-square statistics is calculated. If it is lower than the critical value for an assumed confidence level, the given attribute is treated as irrelevant.
In the second strategy, it is assumed that irrelevant condition attributes are those which do not occur in any of decision rules induced by LEM2 algorithm or occur in rules that match less than a specified percentage of the maximum number of matched objects. It is expressed by the occurrence ratio which is defined as O(aj) = n(aj)/(maz(n(aj)) where n(aj) is the total number of objects that are covered by any rule containing attribute aj in one of its elementary conditions; maz(n(aj)) is a maximum number of covered examples for one of the considered attributes.
One can notice that the second strategy corresponds to positive examples only while the Chi-square test uses both positive and negative examples for the given classification. We decided to take the result of Chi-square as the main criterion for identifying relevant and irrelevant attributes. The result of the second strategy is taken into account as a second criterion in case when too many attributes are treated by the first strategy as irrelevant ones. So, taking into account results of both strategies we can try to determine which attributes are irrelevant and then for the reduced information system, we can perform the analysis once again.
If the results are not satisfactory we start the second stage of the approach. This stage consists in an attempt of creating the definition of new attributes and substituting some original attributes by new ones. It is somehow connected with postulates of a constructive induction to the change of the input data (cf. [2] ).
This stage can be summarized in the following points: 3 Discovery of attribute dependencies in multiple injuries data set
Analysis of original data set
The analysed data set concerned the multiple injured patients admitted to the Clinic of Traumatology of K.Marcinkowski University of Medical Sciences in Poznafi. The data set consisted of 80 patients completely described by results of standard examinations performed in the time of the patient's admission to the hospital. For each patient the diagnostic peritoneal lavage (DPL) examination was additionally performed. All these patients were under the standard medical treatment for multiple injuries and we knew the results of this treatment (lived or died) for each of them.
The information system representing the clinical experience with treatment of the multiple injured patients was finally constructed using 22 condition attributes expressing the patient's status in the time of his admission to the hospital and one decision attribute referring to results of treatment. These were the following attributes: 1 -age, 2 -sex, 3 -cause of accident, 4 -other victims of accident, 5 -pulse, 6 -arterial pressure, 7 -skin paleness, 8 -abdominal pain, 9 -muscular defence, 10 -Blumberg sign, 11 -peristalsis, 12 -state of consciousness, 13 -presence of chest bruises, 14 -rib fractures 15 -pneumothorax, 16 -pleural haematoma, 17 -bruises of limbs, 18 -fracture of long bones, 19 -amputation of limb after injury, 20 -alcohol odour from mouth, 21 -time from the admission to the hospital to the execution of DPL, 22 -DPL result.
The decision attribute was very important from the clinical point of view. However, it defined patients' classification into two decision classes which were highly unbalanced taking into account their cardinality: first class -lived (65 patients), second class -died (15 patients). Unfortunately, we could not increase the number of patients, in particular for the second decision class because the DPL examination was performed for the limited number of patients admitted to this hospital emergency unit. The DPL result was very important from the medical point of view.
We are aware of the fact that the chosen data set was 'difficult' for the analysis (e.g. taking into number of objects and definition of decision classes). However, such available data seems to be typical for the analysis of real clinical problems.
The main aims of performed analysis from the medical point of view were the following: identifying the most significant attributes for the results of patients' treatment; discovering decision rules representing dependencies between values of attributes and prediction of final results of treatment.
First we used the computer program RoughDAS to perform basic operations of the rough set theory and to induce decision rules. The obtained results are presented in Table 1 . The decision attribute totally depended on chosen condition attributes (quality of approximation of classification was equal to 1.00). However, we had to consider too many reducts, i.e. 1295 ones. The core contained one element, i.e. attribute 21 (time from admission to execution of DPL). The strategy of adding the most discriminatory attributes to the core could not be applied because there were too many (over 10) attributes which could be added at the same time giving as a result the same (in fact, very small) increase of the quality. To sum up, it was not possible to identify the most important attributes. Although some of decision rules were evaluated by the practitioners as interesting and consistent with clinicM experience, the values of measures evaluating these rules could be questionable and discussed. The number of rules was limited but besides a few strong rules for first decision class other rules were rather week (especially for 'died' decision class). The classification accuracy was not high and rules for 'died' did not perform well. On the other hand, an attempt of using another classification system, i.e. Quinlan's C4.5 system, did not also led to higher values of average classification accuracy.
Determining the relevant attributes for the discovery process using statistical tests
The unsatisfactory results of the direct application of the rough set theory encouraged us to use the proposed multistrategic approach.
First, we performed the standard Chi-square test for each condition attribute against the decision one. We assumed a confidence level equal to 10 %. As a result we could identify that the following attributes were the most significant: 3 (0.0379), 4 (0.0584), 6 (0.0787), 12 (0.0326), 19 (0.0361), 22 (0.0794); where the number in brackets is the probability from the Chi-square distribution for the calculated value of the statistics and the appropriate degrees of freedom. On the other hand some attributes seemed to be strongly irrelevant according to the calculated value of statistics, in particular 9 (0.9410), or 13 (0.7715).
As the first strategy indicated few significant attributes only while others seemed to have an intermediate character we tried to examine other irrelevant attributes basing on the analysis of decision rules. So, we calculated the occurrence ratio for each attribute in the decision rules induced by LEM2 algorithm. The attributes with the highest occurrence ratio were the following: 5 (1.0), 7 (0.74), 18 (0.77), 20 (0.43), 22 (0.86); numbers in brackets are the occurrence rations. On the other hand some attributes were characterized by very low occurrence ratio, i.e. 17 (0.0 -did not occur in any of the rule), and ll (0.035), 19 (0.035). Other attributes had also values of occurrence ration quite low -below 0.5. As the occurrence ratio is treated by us as secondary criterion, we decided to extend the subset of irrelevant attributes by taking attribute 17 only.
To sum up, we removed attributes 9,13 and 17 from the information system and performed the rough set and rule induction analysis once again. However, the results were far from being satisfactory -the number of reducts still high (over 700), 21 decision rules of average strength 6.48 and classification accuracy 73.8%.
Redefinition of condition attributes
The second stage of the analysis consisted in an attempt of constructing the new attributes being a logical combination of 'weaker' attributed remained as a result of the previous stage. We assumed that we would like to get such a definition of new attributes which could lead to:
-obtaining no more than 40 reducts (with a non-empty core)
inducing the number of rules no greater than 25, having the averaged strength and the classification accuracy higher than for the originally defined information system.
The construction of possible new attributes was guided by medical experts' background knowledge. Each of proposed attributes is a logical combination of old attributes having the similar clinical meaning. For instance, two original attributes: no. Other attributes remained unchanged (their combination was not consistent with medical experience), i.e. they were al -age, a2 -sex, a7 -skin paleness, a9 -fracture of long bones, al0 -amputation of limb, all -time to DPL, a12 -DPL result.
We performed the analysis of new defined information system (the above subset of attributes is denoted by $1). The results are presented in Table 2 . One can notice that these results are quite satisfactory according to our assumptions. On the other hand, in subset $1 we used all possible redefinitions of attributes. So, one could be interested in checking whether all possible redefinitions of attributes are necessary or it would be sufficient to introduce few of them only. We checked some other possible combinations of attributes that contained part of new redefined attributes. These combinations were created from subset $1 by temporary skipping one of possible new definition and restoring original attributes used in its definition. This was, in fact, a kind of backward elimination procedure performed for each of new attribute definition.
Proceeding in this way, we discovered two interesting subsets $2 and 5'3 (see Table 2 ). The subset ,92 was obtained by resigning from the definition of new attribute a7 -state of consciousness and restoring original attributes 12 and 20 instead of it. The subset ,93 resulted from skipping the definition of attribute of a4 -signs of hiporolenic shock and coming back to original attributes 5 and 6. Then, we checked systematically if we could stay with three new attributes only (instead of four). We discovered such a possibility -i.e. resigning from introducing two new attributes a4 and a7. This was denoted as a subset $4. As one can notice from Table 2 , this subset $4 gave good evaluation of induced decision rules while still giving satisfactory number of reducts. The core was the same for all subsets and contained the following attributes chest injuries, fracture of long bones, time from the admission to the execution of DPL and ensured the quality of classification equal to 0.37. The sets of discovered rules characterized in Table 1 and Table 2 could be compared taking into account different criteria. Considering also medical point of view, we were mainly focused on: the number of rules, the rule strength, correspondence of the condition parts to real clinical experience. This led us to choosing the subset $4. The set of 18 decision rules was characterized by the best properties and according to medical experts these rules were the closest to the clinical experience. Although we did not put main stress on the classification accuracy, it should be notices the subset $4 gave the highest one. In particular, for decision class 'died' we observed the increase of classification accuracy in comparison to preliminary set of 22 attributes. Some doubts can be stated to obtaining 'weak' rules supported by few examples. However, such rules could have some medical importance for diagnosing aims as they focus practitioners' attention on specific or difficult cases. Detailed consideration of such cases also enriches clinical experience.
The information system based on the subset $4 was chosen to the more detailed analysis. As application of the rough set theory gave 39 reducts, we decided to evaluate the significance of particular attributes by using the strategy of adding the most discriminatory attributes to the core. The following subset of attributes was found: a3 -cause of accident, a4 -pulse, a6 -skin, a8 -state of consciousness, a9 -chest injuries, al0 -fracture of long bones, a13 -time to DPL, a14 -DPL result. We can notice that many of these attributes were also indicated as significant ones in statistical tests performed in section 3.2.
4
Concluding remarks
The approach for discovery of attribute dependencies in data sets which integrates rough set theory, statistical and induction techniques has been considered in this paper. The goal of this integration is to simplify the input data by finding the definition of condition attributes relevant to the objects' classification and as a result improving the discovered decision rules. In this paper, the proposed approach was applied to analyse the medical data sets containing patients with multiple injuries. These data could be treated as 'difficult' for a simple use of standard rough set approach (too many reducts, difficulties in identifying the most significant attributes). Using the Chi-square test and analysing conditions of rules discovered by LEM2 algorithm helped in determining a group of the most significant attributes and to rejecting some irrelevant ones. However, the number of reducts was still quite high. Then, the stage of constructing new attributes resulted in finding such attributes that improved the finally discovered knowledge. Let us notice (see Table 1 and 2) that the number of reducts decreased from 1295 to 38, and the number of discovered rules decreased to 18 more general ones. They were also more consistent with clinical experience.
The clinical usefulness of obtained results, discovered significant attributes and suggestions coming from the analysis of decision rules should be still discussed and investigated. However, it is possible that these experiences could be used to construct the medical support procedure which should be verified with treatment of new multiple injured patients admitted to emergency units of the hospital.
